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Yuri Kanner
RJC President

Dear friends!

I

n September 2015 we entered our 20th year. We have
approached this landmark with the record-breaking
budget and the structure that is much more representative, mainly due to this atmosphere of involvement and
cooperation created and maintained by our «veterans»
of Jewish charity - Michael Friedman and Andrey Rappoport - as well as by the others who joined us a bit later:
Leonid Blavatnik, German Zakharyaev, Yuri Zelvenski,
Boris Minzt, Michael Mirilashvili, God Nisanov, Gregory Roitberg, German Khan, Avsholum Yunaev, David
Yakobashvili and others. Our Presiding Board and the
Board of Directors have become substantially stronger,
as we welcomed a new generation of entrepreneurs who
decided to share with us the responsibility for preserving
and reinforcing the Russian Jewish community. Women’s League, founded as a part of RJC and lead by Alina
Gonikman, represents a totally new concept of a Board
of Trustees. RJC Public Council grew stronger as well to
include more involved people who bring along their considerable public and media weight. As the economic situation in our country changed, we had to increase drasti-

cally our aid to such weakened groups as the elderly, the disabled
and children from disadvantaged families. During this year that
saw 70th anniversary of the Great Victory, our Holocaust remembrance project drew great public attention. Our annual Remembrance Week held in January went federal for the first time and
was widely discussed both in Russia and abroad. Many programs
were enabled by our collaboration with Russia’s federal and regional authorities. We are well known abroad too. We have met
with political and religious figures of the highest rank to actively
and constructively promote ideas of international and interconfessional cooperation. Our mission - «Standing firmly on Russian
ground facing Jerusalem» - received its expression via programs
of solidarity with Israel. We extended help to terror victims,
organized various actions and flash mobs to demonstrate our
support for Israel. Preserving Jewish identity can be an arduous
task nowadays. We tried to stay innovative, constantly perfecting technologies we use for project assessment, fundraising and
spending, working with the media. Our pages on social networks
have tens of thousands of permanent subscribers and some buzz
posts get as much as hundreds of thousands of views. People are
our most valuable resource. We have managed to bring together some of the most prominent and successful members of the
Jewish community. They generate great ideas and closely oversee
their implementation, assist us financially and personally. RJC
has become a renown expert on all the aspects of Jewish life in
Russia, Russian-Israeli relations, ties with Jewish communities
abroad. I would like to think that in through report’s figures you
will see our multifaceted and fascinating work that helps thousands all over the country. I also believe that you will find your
place in the Jewish charity. Join us, the Russian Jewish Congress
is waiting for you!
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RJC structure in 2015:

Presiding Board

Boris Belotzerkovsky
Yuri Kanner
RJC President,
RJC Presiding Board member
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Alex Blavatnik
RJC Presiding Board
member

RJC Presiding Board
member

Anna Bokshitskaya
RJC Executive Director

Leonid Valdman

RJC Presiding Board
member

Rabbi Pinchas Goldshmidt

RJC Presiding Board member

Presiding Board Bureau
Alina Gonikman

Head of the RJC Women’s League

Len Blavatnik

RJS Presiding Board
Bureau member, RJC
Presiding Board member

German Zakharyaev
RJC Presiding Board Bureau
member, RJC Presiding Board
member, RJC Vice President for
Mountain Jews issues

Yuri Zelvensky
RJS Presiding Board Bureau
member, RJC Presiding
Board member

Ronald Steven Lauder

RJS Presiding Board
Bureau member, RJC
Presiding Board member

God Nisanov

RJS Presiding Board
Bureau member, RJC
Presiding Board member

Andrey Rappoport

RJS Presiding Board
Bureau member, RJC
Presiding Board member

Gregory Roitberg

RJS Presiding Board
Bureau member, RJC
Presiding Board member

RJS Presiding Board
Bureau member, RJC
Presiding Board member
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RJS Presiding Board
Bureau member, RJC
Presiding Board member

Avsholum Yunaev

RJS Presiding Board Bureau
member, RJC Presiding
Board member

David Yakobashvili

RJS Presiding Board
Bureau member, RJC
Presiding Board member

Yuri Kokush

RJC Presiding Board
member

Beni Lidsky

RJC Presiding Board
member

Mikhail Friedman

Yevgenia Lvova

Bilana Shahar

Boris Kiperman

RJC Presiding Board member

RJS Presiding Board
Bureau member, RJC
Presiding Board member

RJC Presiding Board
member

German Khan

Vladimir Katzman

RJC Presiding Board member

Boris Mintz

Lev Kagno

Mikhail Mirilashvili

Ervin Ilizirov

RJC Presiding Board
member

RJS Presiding Board
Bureau member, RJC
Presiding Board member

Chairman of the Board of
Directors, RJC Presiding Board
member

RJS Presiding Board
Bureau member, RJC
Presiding Board member

Igor Goikhberg

RJC Presiding Board
member

Anatoly Obermeister

RJC Presiding Board member

Joshua Spinner

RJC Presiding Board
member

Rabbi Yakov Tipograf

RJC Presiding Board member,
RJC Vice President for regional
communities relations

Sergey Ustinov
RJC Presiding Board member
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Board of Directors

Chairman of the Board of Trustees

Ekman
Mardakhaev
RJC Board of
Directors member

Mark Oigman

Vladimir Mazur

Pavel Roitberg

Alexander Falkovich

Lev Digilov

Mikhail Pecherski

Alexander Pariy

RJC Board of
Directors member
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RJC Vice President
for recipients
relations

RJC Board of
Directors member

RJC Vice President

RJC Vice President for
youth policies

Yan Piskunov

RJC Board of Directors
member

RJC Board of Directors
member

Public Council
Egor Altman
Chairman of the Public
Council

Nikolay Krivash

RJC Board of
Directors member

Lazar Safaniev

RJC Board of
Directors member

Artur Shimunov

RJC Vice President

Lev Kagno

RJC Board of Directors
member, RJC Presiding
Board member

Women’s League

Nana Matetskaya

Zoya Gerchikova

Veronika Fidler

Media

Albats Evgeniya
Alperina Susanna
Altman Kira
Altman Georgij– Chairman of the Public
Council
Berger Mixail
Berman Boris
Vulyh Aleksandr
Gurevich Mixail
Karahan Aleksej
Mongajt Anna
Nosik Anton
Notkin Boris
Savitskij Dmitrij
Svanidze Nikolaj
Flyarkovskij Vladislav
Shahova Yuliana
Shats Michael
Eggert Konstantin

Culture
Alina Gonikman

Head of the RJC Women’s League

Olga Gutina
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Elena Levit

Anna Shnaider

Astrahan Dmitrij
Vitorgan Ehmmanuil
Grachevskij Boris
Gurovich Igor
Dondurej Daniil
Zhurbin Aleksandr
Kamenskij Mihail
Kanevskij Leonid
Kac Mariya
Kramer Daniil

Lungin Pavel
Lvovich Boris
Makarevich Andrej
Novikova Klara
Politsejmako Mihail
Rajhelgauz Iosif
Rozovskij Mark
Simkin Lev
Sinelnikov Vladimir
Fiks Dmitrij
Tsereteli Vasilij
Yakovich Elena
Yakubovich Leonid

Public Figures
Bunimovich Evgenij
Bunin Igor
Gafin Aleksandr
Gozman Leonid
Narusova Lyudmila
Chlenov Mihail
Shelishh Petr

Scientists

Gontmaxer Evgenij
Grinberg Ruslan
Klyuvgant Vadim
Kovelman Arkadij
Rabinovich Pavel
Revzin Gregory
Reznik Henry
Yasina Irina
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Alina
Gonikman

Women’s League
The Women’s League was created as a part of RJC
in 2015. Its members, passionate and successful
women, joined forces to support women-related
charity projects.

RJC Women’s League projects :

supporting Jewish children

assisting the elderly

Women’s League

RJC 20th Anniversary

Head of the RJC
Women’s League

I

have been successfully engaged in charity for years as an individual, but at some point it became clear to me that my personal
time and energy is not nearly enough, and that I should join forces
with other women as passionate about certain issues as myself. We
believe that the resulting synergy will allow us to solve problems
and make major advances more effectively and on a larger scale.
«Female» charity intrinsically differs from the «male»: it involves
different projects and carries another kind of energy, the feminine
one. This is why our Women’s League picks projects that are totally
different from those curated by men. Projects get picked by vote during Women’s League quarterly sessions. Involvement in the Women’s
League enables its members to fulfill their potential. We give away
a lot, but we also gain a lot - influence, connections, new interests.
What we have created is an exclusive and prestigious club for women, and whoever joins it will soon see new perspectives, become a
better, spiritually enriched person.

developing educational programs

supporting Jewish culture
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During the two decades of RJC existence its core consisted of
many prominent philanthropists, who also support other major
charities, communities and programs:

Charity Fund for Mountain Jews (STMEGI)

Conference of European Rabbis

RJC 20th Anniversary

RJC Budget
RJC consolidated budget structure
Educational Programs

$2 578 265

Genesis Philanthropy Group
Phoenix Foundation
Ronald S. Lauder Foundation

$1 020 762

Social charity

$1 006 772

Moscow Religious Jewish Community

Wolfson Foundation

Religious community programs

Community
activities

Total

$11 809 468

$337 948

Construction
of communal centers

$2 392 852
Holocaust remembrance
and cultural development
programs

$1 315 992

Boards of Trustees

$2 450 061

Administration costs

$706 816

RJC is audited annually by Price Waterhouse Coopers
10
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Holocaust
remembrance

n
e
w
6

memorials

In the year of the 70th anniversary of the Great Victory we paid
special attention to the educational and research programs aimed
at Holocaust remembrance. These programs are run from the RJC
Memorial Synagogue on Poklonnaya hill in collaboration with
“Holocaust” center for research and education.

Project “Regaining Dignity”
There are more than 500 sites of Holocaust-related mass killings in Russia. Most of them are
not marked by any memorial signs that would inform visitors that numerous innocent civilian
victims are buried here. The aim of the project is to de-anonymize Holocaust victims: to arrange
the burial sites according to the Jewish tradition and to the local law, to put up memorial plaques
and, if possible, monuments. The project involves collaboration with the Christian Protestant
foundation «Even Ezer». In 2015 we put up 6 memorial plaques.

Yuri Kanner, Sergey
Ryahovski, Boris
Vasyukov and
pastors of the Russian
Evangelical Church at
the banquet dedicated
to «Regaining Dignity»
program.
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This programs aims to educate college
teachers on Holocaust topics
Acceptance of the Holocaust as an integral part of our country’s history would be
a major step towards developing the ‘culture of remembrance’ that can effectively
counter any expressions of anti-Semitism, racism and xenophobia in Russia. RJC helps
«Holocaust» center for research and education to facilitate Holocaust history teaching
in Russian schools and colleges. In 2016 we plan to hold seminars for teachers in five
Russian regions. These seminars will involve major educational centers and will enjoy
support from local authorities on regional and municipal level.

Holocaust remembrance
The Memorial Synagogue
on Poklonnaya hill
is the largest Holocaust education center. Its
unique collection serves as a base for systematic
educational work with Moscow school students,
teachers and other individuals interested in
World War II and and in the role of Jews in it.
The program is carried out with the support of
«Holocaust» center.

Righteous Among the Nations
RJC supports surviving Russian Righteous Among the Nations. These people risked
their lives to save and rescue Jews during the Holocaust. Thanks to the generous
support of RJC Vice President and a member of the Presiding Board Bureau German
Zakharyaev and of a member of the Presiding Bord Bureau God Nisanov a memorial
board was put up in «Ukraine» hotel in Moscow in memory of Tiune Sugihara (19001986), Japanese diplomat and a Righteous Among the Nations, who had saved more
that 1500 Jews in 1940.

Left to right: Sugura Kavamura, Tiune Sugihara’s secretary who had worked with him in
Moscow in 1960s, Alla Gerber, President of «Holocaust» foundation, Remigius Motuzas,
Ambassador of Lithuania

Valentina Matvienko visiting RJC Memorial Synagogue
on Poklonnaya hill
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Holocaust remembrance
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Special project in collaboration with
“Arguments and Facts” newspaper

2015 Commemoration Week
In 2015 the first Commemoration Week was held in Moscow - a complex of events
dedicated to the memory of the Holocaust and to the anniversary of the liberation of
Auschwitz camp by the Red Army. This important event was a fruit of collaboration between
the Russian Jewish Congress and the State Committee charged with organizing some of
the central events of the 70th Anniversary of the 1945 Great Victory. The Commemoration
Week included seminars, conferences and exhibitions. It culminated in the ceremonial gala
held in the Central War museum.

«Auschwitz in figures» - a special online project, a collaboration of «Arguments and Facts»
and RJC http://auschwitz.aif.ru/. Terrifying true numbers, photographs and facts. A series
of publications was prepared for this project: «The Liberation of the Death Factory», «How
Auschwitz was Liberated by the Soviet Army», «The Liberators. The Fate of the 1st Ukrainian
Front Soldiers», «Those Who Lived. Fates of Auschwitz Prisoners» and «Child Nr. 77325.
Mother and Daughter Who Survived Auschwitz Reunite».

Yuri Kanner
RJC President

T

Left to right: Vladimir Medinsky, Yuri Kanner, Evgeni Knyazev and Sergey Cheremin

Yuri Kanner, rabbi A.Gurevich and Sergey Ivanov with the official Russian
delegation, during the memorial event in Auschwitz.
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Leonid Pechatnikov, Moscow
Deputy Mayor for social
development

his year the anniversary of
Auschwitz liberation is celebrated
in Russia officially for the first time,
being on the federal list of the 70th
Anniversary of the Great Victory
commemoration events. We have put a
great effort in securing the official status
for this day. The date when Auschwitz
was liberated is especially important
and symbolic for Russia. Soviet soldiers
were those who liberated this infamous
death camp on January 27, 1945. This
is why in many countries this day is
still associated with the heroism of the
Soviet soldier. We all must remember
the war heroes alongside its victims.
During the war 0,5 million Jews had
served in the same Red Army that put
an end to the hideous Nazi crimes. 200
thousands of these fighters had fallen.
161 thousands Jewish soldiers were
decorated.

T

he most beautiful scene
of the Holocaust remembrance
evening, I think, was the one
symbolizing the revival of the
Jewish people. I would like to
thank RJC and «Holocaust»
center for this wonderful event.
Such events contribute greatly
to keeping the memory of
Holocaust victims alive.

German Zakharyaev

RJC Bureau member, RJC Presiding Board Bureau
member, Vice President for Mountain Jews issues

P

Yuri Dombrovski
President of RJC project
“Regaining Dignity”

roject «Regaining Dignity» is dedicated to
commemoration of the Holocaust victims and of
the Jewish soldiers’ heroic struggle with Nazism
during the World War II. More than 70 years
have passed since these events, but the project
is as relevant as ever and gaining momentum.
More and more of RJC members approach its
Board of Trustees with financial support, new
information on tragic and heroic events, ideas
on commemoration. Monuments and memorial
plaques have been put up on more than 30 sites
of mass murder of Jews by the Nazis, but there
are more than 350 such sites in Russia!

Boris Vasyukov

President of “Even Ezer” foundation

R

JC program «Regaining
Dignity» is not only of national,
but also of divine importance.
For us, Russian Evangelical
Christians, participation in
«Regaining Dignity» is an
opportunity to do a godly
work, but also to ask Jews for
forgiveness, which will contribute
to our reconciliation and further
strengthen Russia’s social fabric.
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Budget

$1 020 762
Religious community
programs

$2 392 852
Construction of
communal centers

$2 450 061
Boards of Trustees

35
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Developing Jewish
Communities
One of RJC’s major goals is to develop and support Jewish
communities in Russia. To achieve this goal, RJC puts
together groups of Jewish entrepreneurs - Boards of Trustees.
They receive financial aid (10% of the funds raised locally)
and are offered an effective communication platform. In this
way anyone can get involved in the development of its local
Jewish community, participating in its vibrant life and financing various projects to find his or her way to the Jewish
identity.




Russian
c i t i e s

Construction

Construction of synagogues, communal houses and religious objects
(mikveh) consolidates Jewish organizations, accumulates resources
and efforts, strengthens motivation and gives a great push to the
Jewish life in various regions. In 2015 a synagogue was opened in
Saratov, with support from RJC.

Hot Line

Developing Jewish communities

RJC 20th Anniversary

An anti-crisis and information platform where you can report a
conflict situation with an anti-Semitic component or ask a question
on a variety of Jewish topics - from legal to domestic. The face of the
program - Leonid Baratz of «I Quartet».

Religious Programs

This program provides support during the first three years to rabbis
in the cities where Boards of Trustees are active, but not powerful
enough yet. Over the course of these three years the rabbi must
organize the Board so that it will work effectively, supporting both the
rabbi himself and the communal needs.




Supporting Jewish communities in
pre-detention centers and penitentiaries
The program is run in collaboration with the Federation of Jewish
Communities and involves support for founding Jewish communities
(synagogues), increasing accessibility of the Torah, inviting rabbis and
distributing food kits before Jewish holidays. This program is a true
mitzvah that enables people to return to their roots and religion and to
rediscover their identity.

Trustees of Russian Jewish communities during first day of the RJC
Autumn Marathon



Rabbi of Chernobyl in Russia, invited by Yuri Kanner




Inauguration of a Tora scroll in Saratov synagogue



RJC special project - Beth Midrash in the yeshiva
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Programs
RJC Autumn Marathon

is a single space for communication, education
and art. It consists of a complex of events
aimed at reinforcing the Jewish community,
supporting the Trustees and RJC partners.

RJC 20th Anniversary
DAY ONE

of the RJC Autumn Marathon was dedicated to the opening of a synagogue in the city of
Saratov. This ceremony gathered RJC Trustees from all over the country. Chernobyl rabbi arrived, invited
personally by Yuri Kanner.

RJC 20th Anniversary

Developing Jewish communities

DAY TWO of the RJC Autumn Marathon was held at the Memorial Synagogue
on Poklonnaya hill. More than 100 participants from all over the country attended
lectures given by Boris Mintz, Vladimir Evstafiev and Leonid Volodarsky.





Aron Mardachaev



RJC Head in Stavropol region

W

e have begun our collaboration
with RJC in 2014. Two years later we
can boast some impressive results: the
construction of the largest Communal
center in North Caucasus has begun,
the development center for children and
youth has opened it doors, monuments
to the Holocaust victims were restored.
We derive great value from adopting the
practices of RJC’s strong, stable team that
works relentlessly for the benefit of the
Russian Jewry.

18


Left to right: Olga Gutina, Aleksandr Pariy, Leonid Plitman, Anna Bokshitskaja, Juri Kanner,
Svetlana Miirova, Leonid Volodarsky, Oleg Mortkovich, Yan Epshtejn, Larina Kolyada at the RJC
Autumn Marathon
Members of RJC Board of Directors Mark Oygman, Lev Kagno, Chairman of RJC Public
Council Egor Altman and RJC President Yuri Kanner
RJC Bureau members Yuri Zelvenski and Boris Mintz at the RJC Autumn Marathon
Trustees of RJC Jewish communities at the RJC Autumn Marathon
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Developing Jewish communities
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DAY THREE of the RJC Autumn Marathon was
marked by the annual Autumn Gala held by our
foundation. This year it was dedicated to the end
of the term of Israeli Ambassador to Russia Dorit
Golender.

Boris Mintz

RJC Presiding Board Bureau member

R

JC Autumn Marathon, a complex
of events dedicated to the Jewish culture,
tradition and communal life, turned out
to be a real feat of communication and
networking. We had a very productive
discussion on the future of European Jews.

A closed door presentation of the project of a synagogue in Pyatigorsk was held as a part of the event. Members of RJC Presiding Board Bureau German Zakharyaev
and Avsholum Yunaev, as well as rabbi Pinchas Goldshmidt, expressed their support for the project and announced the opening of the synagogue as early as autumn
2016.

O

Evgeny Dobin

ur collaboration with RJC began several years ago. We are a fairly small community in
a provincial Ural city. We have always enjoyed some interest from the media, but after joining
RJC, the largest secular (which is very important to us) Jewish charity, we found ourselves on an
information highway. We were given an opportunity to participate in dozens of important events
and activities, including those in support of Israel that we find the most essential. Almost all of us
have relatives or close friends in Israel - a state which by its very existence ensures there will be no
new Holocaust. This is why RJC campaigns of solidarity with the Israeli people, against terrorism
and rocket attacks, always have our sympathy. For instance, in august 2014, following RJC call,
we had raised money for dedicated aid to the wounded soldiers in Beer Sheba, Ashkelon and TelAviv hospitals. Regular meetings with Israeli politicians and other public figures are absolutely
required for consolidation of Jewish communities and to help influence the views that Russian elite
and Russian citizens as a whole hold about Israel.

“Hava Nagila” community of Chelyabinsk
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c i t i e s

35 000
more than

Social Programs

Social
Programs

$1
006
772
budget
more than

RJC 20th Anniversary

As a part of our programs aimed at helping children with
disabilities and elderly citizens, RJC collaborates with the
local authorities, as well as with non-Jewish charities. At
the core of these programs lie the high level of expertise
and some of the most advanced humanitarian technologies.

p e o p l e
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more than

prog r ams

Supporting children with disabilities

«Integration» program has been at work in Moscow for more than 8
years and, thanks to RJC, is now being implemented in the regions as
well. The idea is based on the introduction of a trained psychologist
into the educational process in order to identify the true potential
and needs of children with disabilities. Based on the psychological
assessment, we develop an individual program of the child’s social
integration(into the school, kindergarten, educational center). This
program is implemented via Jewish communities in collaboration with
governmental bodies and non-Jewish NGOs. In 2015 it was launched
in Bryansk, Tver, Izhevsk, Kaliningrad and Vladikavkaz. In Moscow
the program is implemented in collaboration with Jewish Agency and
JDF, with financial support from UJA-Federation of New York and
RJC.

Program “Nurses”

We help single older persons, who are unable to provide for
themselves and require external assistance. They are visited and helped
by trained nurses on a personal schedule. Some people require full
scale life-supporting assistance, while others just need help with their
everyday chores. The project runs in 17 Russian cities.

Supporting Hesseds

This project systematically provides help for the regional Hesseds
curated by RJC Boards of Trustees. If the funds are insufficient, RJC
provides a sum equivalent to 10% of the funds raised locally.

Children from the program «Integration» attending an RJC charity event
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Social Programs

During the days of the Passover RJC supported
program «Integration» with a special charity
event: matzos baking ceremony attended by
famous actors, philanthropists and children
with disabilities. Similar events were held
regionally - in Bryansk, Vologda, Samara, Tver
and Tula.

Igor Altern

RJC Board of Trustees member

RJC Presiding Board Bureau member
Boris Mintz and RJC Presiding Board
member Yuri Kokush attending RJC
charity matzos-baking event

W

hen I first heard about this
RJC program aimed at supporting
disadvantaged Jewish children, I thought
there must be none. Obviously - and
regretfully - this is not the case. It is
terrific, that RJC has seriously taken up
this problem, mobilizing financial and
administrative resources. Child poverty
is terribly unjust. It will certainly be
eradicated in the future, but we must work
for this cause today via the relevant RJC
programs.
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RJC Presiding Board Bureau member
German Zakharyaev, RJC President
Yuri Kanner with his grandson and
Head of the RJC Women’s League Alina
Gonikman with her son attending the
Passover charity event
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$2 578 265
budget

1630
5 schools
28schools
4
c h i l d r e n
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kindergartens

Jewish
education

Jewish Education

Improving the quality of teaching general subjects
in Jewish schools
The pilot project was launched in Moscow and has been successfully implemented at school No. 1311 for 6 years. The project involves dividing
classes into smaller groups, according to proficiency levels, when teaching general subjects. Children’s advancement is assessed quarterly, and they
are subsequently transferred to the group that matches their current level. This project also involves hiring stellar teachers, refurbishing classes
with advanced equipment and providing advanced training for teachers. In 2015 the project was launched at school No. 12 with enhanced Jewish
education in Kazan.

Prestigious high quality education is what secondary schools
with a Jewish component need to stay competitive in the eyes of
demanding Jewish parents. Jewish schools make sure traditions
and history are passed on to the children, strengthening the
family's common identity. RJC supports the whole range of Jewish
education, including informal and high education.

Pre-school Programs

Our projects begin with pre-school
programs that we see as the most effective
way to create and reinforce a Jewish
community. We provide nationwide support
to Lauder’s kindergartens which combine
Jewish ethno-cultural component with
a warm homelike atmosphere. RJC also
supports children from socially vulnerable
families, enabling them to attend a Jewish
kindergarten on special terms.

Sunday Schools

This project involves nationwide support
for the system of Sunday schools. To
engage children and parents in the Jewish
communal life, RJC has created a program
of professional growth for Sunday school
managers, which includes basic training in
PR and in working with target audiences.
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School Education

By raising the quality of education, making
it more prestigious, we can attract more
people to Jewish schools. It is important
to keep children in the community and to
make them interested in the Jewish life, thus
securing the future of our people. To achieve
this goal, RJC supports both raising the bar
of the education and infusing it with the
Jewish component - kosher meals, study of
the Jewish tradition, history and languages.

Higher Education

We support education for young
professionals who will be able to promote
a more scientific and objective view of the
Jewish history as an alternative to the current
mythes and prejudices. It will also enable us
to skillfully position the Jewish community
in the society, promoting tolerance and
fighting anti-Semitism.

Member of RJC Board of Trustees for Educational Programs Michael
Khanukaev, RJC President Yuri Kanner, school No. 1311 principal
Gregory Lipman and RJC Presiding Board Bureau member Andrey
Rappoport attending Purim celebration at the school.
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RJC supported the translation of Benzion
Netanyahu’s book « The Origins of the
Inquisition in Fifteenth-Century Spain» into
Russian. The book was presented in Moscow
and then in Jerusalem. «Your presence here is
yet another evidence that this project was a
great success, - said RJC President Yuri Kanner
to the guests that packed the main conference
hall of the Russian State Humanitarian
University. - We will make this project political
as well by sending the book out not only to
scientific libraries, but also to all of the world
leaders and politicians who read Russian. This
publication will secure its place in scientific
and social discourse».

Michael Khanukaev
RJC Board of Trustees member

I

Jewish Education

RJC 20th Anniversary
In early 2016 the book was also presented in Israel. Prime
Minister Netanyahu said he was very touched by the fact
that his father’s work was translated and published in
Russian.

think RJC program «Jewish
education», adopted in 2015, has
effectively achieved its goals. This is the
best evidence that RJC plays a major role
in passing on our tradition, culture and
wisdom to the Jewish children of Russia. I
think the continuation of this program is
of the utmost importance.



Left to right: Sarah Netanyahu, Benjamin Netanyahu, Yuri Kanner, Zeev Elkin, Michael
Mirilashvili

RJC President Yuri
Kanner, playwright Ido
Netanyahu, RSHU rector
Efim Pivovar







RJC Presiding Board
member Leonid Waldman
and RJC Presiding Board
Bureau member German
Zakharyaev attending
the book’s presentation in
Moscow

D

Leonid Plitman

Chairman of RJC branch in Kaliningrad
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Alexander
Pariy

uring 2015 RJC branch in
Kalinigrad made some serious
progress developing the local Jewish
community. A Jewish kindergarten
was opened. Holocaust lessons are
held regularly in many Kaliningrad
schools and colleges. Every Thursday
more than 40 young people gather o
study the Torah. We held a conference
on Jewish matters that included
fascinating talks about Jewish values
and principles given by prominent
writers, scientists and journalists.

Chairman of the Border
of Trustee for 1311th
school, RJC Board of
Directors member

I

t is never late to learn, but some things should be
learned as early as possible. School education also
has to be of the highest quality and systematic. I
think this is the reason why education is valued so
highly in the Jewish tradition. Supporting RJC Jewish
schools is an important part of this tradition. Join us!
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Jewish culture
Cultural projects is the part of the work that enjoys that
is usually in the spotlight. RJC is supported by many
prominent directors, musicians, writers, artists and
journalists. Their popularity attracts attention to our work,
helps raise money for charity programs and contributes
to the promotion of Jewish culture. RJC supports both
large scale cultural projects, such as the Russian Jewry
History Museum founded by RJC Presiding Board member
Sergey Ustinov, and smaller but popular projects such as
„Chassidic Capella” male choir conducted by A.Tzalyuk.

Marshak Readings

Marshak readings is a charity program in collaboration with Voronezh
oblast local administration. It resulted in the opening of the first of
its kind monument to the prominent Russian-Jewish poet Samuil
Marshak. In 2015 the project was launched in Moscow and received
further boost in 2016. «Marshak’s poetry defined several generations
of Russian speakers, - said Yuri Kanner in his address, - a descendant
of a rabbinic dynasty, brought up in religious environment, he became
a pioneer of the modern Russian children’s literature, introduced
great English poets to the Russian reader and was a man of a great
personal integrity and courage. Everyone remembers by heart at least
one or two of Marshak’s poems, and many people are familiar with
and appreciative of his great poetic legacy as a whole. This is why RJC
decided to take part in this charity gala and in raising funds for the
construction of the monument to Marshak».
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Art exhibition of works by M.Lipkin

Lipkin was one of the first Jewish artists in the USSR of the late 20th
century, whose art used mainly biblical motifs. Many of his works can
be considered a visual guide to Israel and to everything Jewish. Lipkin
was murdered by Arab terrorists in Israel in 1993. This exhibition
of his works, open to the general public, gave many Muscovites an
opportunity to enjoy works of art based on events from the Jewish
history.

The Discussion Club

In 2015 RJC launched a special project - RJC Discussion Club as a
part of the series «Cultural Codes with Daniil Dondurey and Arkady
Kovelman». These series present an opportunity to discuss and
debate various current issues in the context of Jewish philosophy and
historical experience.





Dorit Golender, Vadim
Klyuvgant, Mark Oygman with
his spouse, Yuri Kanner and Anna
Bokshitskaya attending the opening
of Lipkin’s exhibition
Voronezh oblast Governer Alexey
Gordeev and Yuri Kanner at the
signing of the joint project «Marshak
readings»



Irina Yasina, Yuri Kanner, Anna
Bokshitskaya attending a session of
the discussion club «Cultural Codes
with Daniil Dondurey and Arkady
Kovelman» as guests of RJC Bureau
member Gregory Roitberg
Vladimir Pozner and Michael
Shatz at the RJC charity gala
«Marshak readings»
Left to right: RJC Presiden
Yuri Kanner, RJC Public Council
member Leonid Yakubovich and RJC
Presiding Board Bureau member
David Yakobashvili with his son,
attending the fundraising event
«Marshak readings»
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This year RJC, with the support of the
Women’s League, joined for the first time the
international Sabbath preparation event that
unites Jewish communities from 65 countries.
This event was held under the auspices of
RJC both in Moscow and in the regions. In
Moscow Sabbath chalas were baked, while
Leonid Yakubovich and Andrey Makarevich
conducted master classes for those wishing to
learn the secrets of vorschmack preparation.
The guests were given a rare opportunity to
enjoy a traditional Jewish dish prepared by
these two celebrities.

RJC 20th Anniversary

R

Yuri Zelvenski

JC is doing an important
work by supporting the «Chassidic
Capella» male choir conducted
by A.Zalyuk. This year the choir
has gone international, as it
is preparing for a concert with
Tamara Gverdtziteli at the New
York’s Carnegie Hall. This is a
great example of RJC’s successful
work supporting the Jewish
culture.

Egor Altman

RJC Presiding Board Bureau member

Chairman of RJC Public Council

Jewish culture

Left to right:
RJC Board
of Directors
member Pavel
Roitberg, RJC
Presiding
Board Bureau
member Gregory
Roitberg,
rabbi Pinchas
Goldschmidt
and rabbi
Shimon Levin

J

ews have always been and continue to
be a vital part of the world’s culture. Many
Jewish artists, poets, directors and musicians
reached global fame. Even those whose
national identity was not clearly expressed in
their art, remained connected to their Jewish
roots and to the Jewish humanist tradition
and helped to make our world a better place.
This is why culture and art projects have
their fair share among many supported by
RJC.
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Support for Israel
RJC supports the Russian Jewish community, but we are not indifferent
to the events in Israel. By means of „people’s diplomacy” RJC actively
supports various aspects of Russian-Israeli relations.
A ceremony held on May 9 at the National Monument Commemorating
the Victory of the Red Army over Nazi Germany in Netanya, Israel,
became one of the key ev ents of the RJC Spring Marathon - a complex
of events attended by Jewish leaders from Moscow and other Russian
regions. Marathon participants also visited the Knesset and the Russian
Embassy and met with Israeli Russian-speaking opinion leaders.



A charity football match featuring RJC Bureau member Michael
Mirilashvili and Israeli Foreign Minister Avigdor Liberman became the
highlight of this visit.
In the summer of 2014 Israel was attacked by thousands of Palestinian
rockets, and the anti-terrorist operation Protective Edge began in Gaza.
Several days later RJC organized a massive effort, in support of Israel and
against terrorism in the Middle East, first of its kind in Russia.

Yuri Kanner
RJC President



T

he recent wave of violence in Israel brought
suffering to many families. Children, as always,
are the most vulnerable of all. For example, in a
bloody terrorist attack in Samaria in early October
last year Eitan and Naama Henkin were brutally
murdered in front of their four children. We are
giving start to the new online solidarity project,
initiated by RJC Public Council. This project gives
Russian families an opportunity to support their
Israeli counterparts.
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Left to right: Israeli Government minister Avigdor Liberman, RJC President Yuri
Kanner, RJC Presiding Board member Sergey Ustinov
Yuri Kanner, Yan Piskunov and Lilia Ostrovski meeting Jerusalem mayor
Nir Barkat
Yuri Kanner meeting with Knesset member Ksenya Svetlova
Left to right: Russian Ambassador Alexander Shein, RJC representative in Israel Lilia
Ostrovskaya, RJC President Yuri Kanner, RJC Board of Directors member Artur Shimunov
Netanya Mayor Miriam Feierberg, RJC President Yuri Kanner, RJC Presiding Board
member and Moscow chief rabbi Pinchas Goldschmidt and WWII veterans attending a
Victory Day ceremony at the Victory Memorial in Netania, Israel
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F

Yan Piskunov

Lev Kagno

RJC Board of Trustees Chairman

RJC Board of Directors member,
RJC Presiding Board member

or me, as well as for many of
my colleagues, the opportunity to
participate in high-quality charity
and social programs in Israel is
one of the major reasons for joining
RJC. Obviously, for any Jewish
community in the world support
of Israel and active participation
in Israeli social life is, literally,
a matter of life and death. As
for now, I think, Russian Jewry’s
involvement in Israel is appallingly
meager. RJC and its active
members must make changing this
situation one of the main points on
our agenda.

I

think the most successful RJC programs are
those in support of Israel. Today, when many
countries do little to counter anti-Semitic and
anti-Israeli propaganda and lack adequate
understanding of the situation in the Middle East,
we have to extend our unequivocal support to the
land of our forefathers. I would like to thank RJC for
accomplishing this mission of vital importance for
all the Jewish people.

I

n this dire hour RJC delegation headed by Yuri Kanner visited Israel
to demonstrate our support and solidarity. RJC President delivered
donations gathered by Russian Jews for Israelis who suffered from the
recent acts of terror in Jerusalem and other cities. This material aid was
handed directly to the wounded and to the families of terror victims, via
respective charities. To raise those funds, RJC President made an appeal
to the regional Jewish communities and to all people of good will who
care for Israel.
Yet another goal of RJC visit was to intensify people’s diplomacy. During
this visit Yuri Kanner met with Nir Barkat, mayor of Jerusalem, a city
that suffered the most from the recent wave of terror. At this meeting
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they discussed some practical aspects of helping the victims and their
families, as well as new humanitarian projects. One such project is all
about supporting single soldiers (with no family in Israel) who live in
Jerusalem. Most of them are immigrants from the former Soviet Union,
whose parents decided to stay behind.
Many other talks were conducted: with the Minister of Immigrant
Absorption Zeev Elkin, «Israel Our Home» party leader Avigdor
Liberman, Knesset member Ksenya Svetlova, head of Samarya regional
council Yosi Dagan and Russian Ambassador to Israel Alexander Shein.

RJC Board of Trustees Chairman Yan Piskunov, head of Samarya
regional council Yosi Dagan, RJC President Yuri Kanner

RJC delegation meeting with Minister Zeev Elkin
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RJC in the international arena
RJC represents Russian Jewish community at various international events.
We take part in the events held by the World and the European Jewish
Congresses, in international conferences and summits on anti-Semitism,
xenophobia, international and interconfessional relations. RJC has developed effective patterns of collaboration with the Russian Ministry of Foreign
Affairs, other regional and federal authorities. It enables us to serve as an
important instrument of people’s diplomacy and to reinforce, via Jewish
communities, humanitarian ties between Russia and other countries.





M

Rabbi Pinchas
Goldschmidt

RJC Presiding Board member, President
of the Conference of European Rabbis,
talks about the meeting with Pope Francis
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aintaining and strengthening interconfessional relations is today a mission
of utmost importance. We should share our experiences and discuss matters
of religious freedom. The Pope’s visit to a synagogue shows that the dialog Jews
and Catholics are having can yield concrete and positive results. Last year we
celebrated the anniversary of Nostra Aetate declaration, and in December Pope’s
Committee on the Religious Ties with Judaism published a milestone document
radically changing the perception of Jews by Catholics and even the Liturgy text
about the need to convert Jews to Christianity. We have fought for it for many
decades. Today, when the head of the Catholic church maintains the tradition of
visits to a synagogue, it is evident that our dialog will continue and will further
affect our relations not with Catholics alone, but with other Christian confessions
as well. Today most confessions are facing some hard challenges. The rise of antiSemitism, the development of radical Islamic infrastructure in Europe and in the
Middle East result in the situation where members of no confession can feel safe.
It is thus understandable, that many European Jews feel as threatened as the
Christians in the Middle East.


RJC Presiden Yuri Kanner, RJC Presiding Board Bureau member Boris Mintz and RJC
Presiding Board member rabbi Pinchas Goldschmidt at the historical meeting of Pope Francis
with the Jewish delegation
RJC Executive Director Anna Bokshitskaya at the opening of a synagogue in Edirna, Turkey
Yuri Kanner with RJC Presiding Board Bureau members German Zakharyaev and Boris Mintz
and rabbi Pinchas Goldschmidt at the Conference of European Rabbis summit in Tolouse, France


RJC delegation in Morocco, meeting with the Head Counselor to the King Mr. Asulay and the
Russian Ambassador to Morocco Mr. Vorobiov
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Special projects
Russian Jewish Congress organizes charity and special social events attended by leading businessmen,
prominent social figures, writers, artists, musicians.
We need the Jewish community to become stronger and more motivated. This is why RJC has
developed numbers of special projects aimed at reinforcing the Jewish identity for our foundation's
active members. One of the most popular is our traditional Passover walk across the desert. This
project was conceived by RJC President Yuri Kanner and by one of the oldest RJC members Michael
Friedman.






Yuri Kanner, Michael
Mirilashvili, Avigdor
Liberman and RJC
delegation and Knesset
football teams during the
RJC Spring Marathon





Yuri Kanner, Zeev Elkin, German
Zakharyaev and Anna Bokshitskaya
attending 2015 Genesis Prize ceremony





Left to right: RJC Presiding Board member
Yuri Kokush, RJC Board of Trustees
Chairman Yan Piskunov, RJC President
Yuri Kanner and RJC Presiding Board
Bureau member German Khan



RJC President Yuri Kanner and RJC
Presiding Board member Mikhail Fridman
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Boris Mintz, Leonid
Yakubovich, Yuri Kanner
during the Passover walk in
Arava desert









Participants of the Passover
walk at rest
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in 2015

25% 1050 to 1300

Up
from
- media publications

mentioning RJC

Major media			
Up 25% - from 1050 to 1300 - media publications mentioning

RJC (source: «Yandex-News»). All the publications have been positive
or neutral, most of them dedicated to RJC events or initiatives. We try
to forge special relations with the leading business and social-political
media, such as «Commersant», «Russian newspaper», «Independent
newspaper», «Echo of Moscow», «MK», «Rain» TV channel and major
Russian news agencies («Russia today», TASS, «Interfax»).

Social networks
Up 120% - from 18,500 to 40,850 - total number of our

Facebook subscribers (two pages combined - RJC page and Yuri
Kanner’s personal page). We see social networks as something more
than an effective information channel. For RJC it is also an important
source of quality feedback. Our audience on Facebook is very involved:
every status attracts dozens of likes and comments.

Our leader
Up 50% - from 295 to 445 - media publications mentioning

RJC President Yuri Kanner (source: «Yandex-News»). He is often
commenting in the media on current events and frequently gets invited

120% from18,500 to
40,850 total number of our
Up

Trends

A reliable and effectively run foundation, leading in charity and social
life, an influential and independent organization that brought together
renown experts and prominent figures in the Jewish community. This is
how RJC has continued to position itself, while stepping up its presence
in the media and in social networks. Our communicational strategy of
choice has been structured distribution of information to various target
audiences, while catering the leading business-oriented media and
striving for better citation rate.

RJC information policy
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to TV and radio shows. He was placed a number of times on the list
of the «Echo of Moscow» radio station website top-bloggers, with
his weekly columns attracting up to
views and
comments. His columns are published on major portals such as Snob.
ru, «Russian pioneer» and others.

160,000

Headline makers

850

100

Events that drew special attention (up to
publications):
«Remembrance week» dedicated to Holocaust victims and to the 70th
anniversary of the liberation of Auschwitz along with the initiative to
award Ivan Bunin the title «Righteous Among the Nations»; Passover
matzos-baking event and the culinary contest on the «Worldwide
Sabbath» show; RJC Spring Marathon in Israel and Autumn Marathon
in Russia (including Rosh ha-Shana reception in Moscow and the
opening of Saratov synagogue); «Marshak readings» in Moscow and
the opening of Marshak monument in Voronezh; presentation of
Benzion Netanyahu’s book «Towards the Inquisition» in Moscow. For
all of these events the citation rate for RJC officials topped 50% and
sometimes reached 80%, which shows that the media views RJC as a
reliable source of information.

Special project

In November 2015, following the invitation by Israeli politicians from
Right and Left, RJC arranged a press tour for Muslim journalists
representing leading Russian media. This tour made a deep impression
on the Muslim community and become one of its most noticeable events
in 2015.

Facebook subscribers



50% 295 445

Up
from
to
media publications mentioning RJC

President Yuri Kanner

100 publications dedicated

Up to

to a single RJC event



RJC President Yuri Kanner and
Moscow Mayor Sergey Sobyanin
attending an event held by RJC Public
Council member I.Bunin
Muslim journalists taking part in
RJC special project visited Yad va-Shem
Holocaust Remembrance Center
Avigdor Liberman and Yuri Kanner
after the football match held as a part of
RJC Spring Marathon in Israel
Members of the press tour joined the





RJC initiative #TogertherAgainstTerror
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Monitoring and countering
anti-Semitism
RJC invests heavily in fighting anti-Semitism and constantly monitor news and events in
collaboration with „Sova“ center. RJC ordered from „Levada center“ a fundamental study of antiSemitism in Russia, first of its kind in more than 20 years. A major international conference will be
held in Moscow in 2016 to discuss its results.

5 instances of anti-Semitic vandalism and some instances of using Jewish
symbols to attack non-Jewish objects were registered. No anti-Semitic
violence per se.

We invite you to join the Russian Jewish Congress and to
fulfill the mitzvah by supporting Russian Jewish community

Presiding Board Bureau 24 000 000
Presiding Board 10 000 000 rub
Board of Directors 3 300 000 rub

Special opportunity: being a part of one of the Boards of Trustees for RJC federal programs,
you will be able to participate in the strategic planning of your program of choice.
Annual donation starting at

How anti-Semitic sentiment in Russia has changed
over the last 2-3 years?
4

47

1997

9

28

1992

10

25

1990

19

17

21

10

19
32

7

58

6

58

increased

remained unchanged

decreased

never existed

no answer, not sure
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31

150 000 rub

Participation in the Women’s League:

Excerpt from the report on anti-Semitism in Russia prepared by Yuri Levada's Analytic Center ("Levada-center")
and ordered by the Russian Jewish Congress in 2016.
2015

rub

4 votes – 3 300 000 rub
2 votes – 1 200 000 rub
1 vote – 600 000 rub
Board of Trustees of a certain program (no voting rights): annual donation from

150 000 rub

We will be happy to tell you more about Russian Jewish Congress and advise
you a perfect way to support Russian Jewish Community.
Please contact us:

tel. +7 (495) 777 6575,
e-mail: info@rjc.ru
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